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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Foreign financial institutions have rushed to the market
since China opened its financial services sector under its
WTO commitments in the early 2000s, yet they remain
marginal players in the vast market due to structural
constraints such as unfavourable local regulations.
This is now an inflection point for foreign asset managers
as China vows to allow foreign players to take controlling
stakes and operate domestically in the private
securities fund management (PFM) and even mutual
fund management markets. Global asset managers
can now tap into the large-and-yet-still-growing
market. We see considerable structural opportunities
for global asset managers to grab as the industry
“professionalises”. Notably, recent regulatory reform
is likely to drive major AUM inflows into NAV based fund
products at the expense of bank wealth management
products (WMPs).
However, China is at the beginning of a fundamental
change and it will for a while remain as a different and
difficult market for global players. Global players must
acknowledge the fundamental differences in local
market structure and investor landscape.
This paper aims to educate global asset managers on
private securities fund business as a tangible route to
gain foothold in China, to provide them with a balanced
view of the opportunities and the continued challenges,
and to shed some lights on the pragmatic next steps
for them to better navigate through China’s unique
market environment.
Section 1 identifies private securities fund as a “new
opportunity” and mutual fund as an “improved
opportunity” for global players to deepen their domestic
footprint, amid the opening of IMWFOE/PFM registration
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and loosening of shareholding limit respectively. We
then contextualise the structural opportunities for
global players as regulators seek to reform the asset
management market. AUM for traditional managers is
expected to grow from RMB 48 TN (USD 7.4 TN) today
to RMB 90 TN (USD 14 TN) in the next five years, amid
burgeoning growth in HNWI wealth and institutional
balance sheet.
Section 2 highlights the unique differences in China’s
market environment. China’s capital market is still
at an early stage of development, characterised by
sentiment-driven investment style, limited range
of financial instruments and tamed short-selling
transactions. HNWIs are the major investors for private
securities funds in China as opposed to institutional
investors, with important implications for product
design and distribution management. Global players
must tailor their strategy to the constraints of the rather
different market.
Section 3 discusses the three strategic imperatives
for global players entering China. First, global players
must develop a clear IMWFOE/PFM proposition by
combining their global capabilities with locally built
capabilities and partnering relationships. When it comes
to implementation, global headquarters must adapt to
the differences in the local market and be supportive
by providing certain flexibility as well as adequate
resources and patience. Finally, the IMWFOE/PFM
priorities should be gradually plugged in to the end
goal vision for China.
Entering China will not be an easy task for global players.
However, the potential prize is worthwhile for those who
make the right moves.

2

1. WHAT HAS CHANGED?
AN UNPRECEDENTED MOMENT FOR GLOBAL
ASSET MANAGERS
1.1. INCREASINGLY MATERIAL AND FAST
GROWING MARKET
China’s asset management market has proliferated considerably over the last decade and
has become a sizable RMB 48 TN (USD 7.4 TN) market1. As individual wealth continues
to accumulate and institutional balance sheet expands, we expect the China asset
management market to continue its explosive growth at a CAGR of ~10% over the next five
years, reaching an AUM of ~RMB 90 TN (~USD 14 TN) and reaching 15% of the global asset
management market share. (See Exhibit 1.)
Total investable wealth by UHNWIs/HNWIs is expected to grow from RMB 51TN (USD 8 TN)
in 2016 to ~RMB 110 TN (USD 17 TN) by 2022. Of which, we expect UHNWIs/HNWIs to
increasingly shift their assets from deposits and real estate to financial assets, leading to
more allocation to NAV-based funds (both mutual fund and private fund).
Exhibit 1: Size of wealth, institutional assets and asset under management in China
INDIVIDUAL*1:
TOTAL INVESTABLE ASSET
USD TN
38

INSTITUTIONS:
TOTAL MANAGED ASSETS
USD TN
7.5

CHINESE ASSET MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY: TOTAL AUM
USD TN
~30

Basic
2.3 pension
17 UHNWI/
HNWI

Enterprise
0.5 annuity
0.7 NSSF*3

21
8
12
3
2

4

7

8

2012

3.2

Mass
9 affluent

12 Mass

2016*2 2022F

~19

~16 “Quazi”
Managers

11.4

1.0
0.2 4.0 Insurance
1.6
0.3
0.6
0.2 0.1 1.7
0.7
2012

2016*2 2022F

~4
2.6
1.6
2012

~14 “Traditional”
Managers
7.4
2017

2022F

Source: AMAC, CIRC, CSRC, CTA, CBRC, WIND, National Council for Social Security Fund, Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security,
Forbes, Credit Suisse, World Bank, Oliver Wyman analysis
*1. Definition by household investable asset: HNWI = RMB 6 MM or above (~USD 1 MM or above); Mass affluent = RMB 0.6 MM – 6 MM
(~USD 0.1 MM – 1 MM); Mass = Below RMB 0.6 MM (Below ~USD 0.1 MM)
*2. 2017 figures not yet available
*3. National Social Security Fund

1 Size of AUM managed by “traditional” asset managers only. Total size of China asset management market in the broadest sense
(i.e. including “quasi” asset managers such as bank wealth management products and trust companies) is RMB 122 TN (USD 18.8 TN).
See Section 1.2 for more details.
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Similarly, total managed assets by financial institutions (insurance, national social
security fund, corporate annuities and basic pension) are expected to reach ~RMB 50 TN
(USD 7.5 TN) by 2022, compared to RMB 21 TN (USD 3.2 TN) in 2016. These financial
institutions have demonstrated an increasing tendency to outsource part of their managed
assets to third party asset managers, although the degree of outsourcing may differ
depending on individual companies’ own investment capability and risk appetite, as well
as regulatory restrictions placed around them.

1.2. SHIFTING TOWARDS “TRADITIONAL”
ASSET MANAGERS
Historically, China’s asset management industry is dominated by “quasi” asset managers,
including bank wealth management products (WMPs) and trust companies, whose nature is
fundamentally different from asset managers under the global definitions.

THE HISTORICAL DRIVERS FOR BANK WMPS AND HOW THEY ARE CHANGING
Bank wealth management products are essentially a displacement of bank deposits,
which invest into products issued by trust companies, securities companies and fund
management company subsidiaries (a specific type of license in China), where these
vehicles in turn provide funding to borrowing corporates. This was a means for banks to
push loans “off balance sheet” in order to circumvent heavy capital requirements.
The growth of wealth management products has coincided with China’s rapid economic
growth in the past years, where corporates can afford high borrowing rates. As a result,
banks are able to provide WMPs with very attractive yields to their customers. Given such
“fixed income” nature of the cash flow and the historical context, these bank WMPs are often
positioned as “return-guaranteed” or “principal-guaranteed” products. Many products are
expected to be guaranteed by the banks (i.e. “implicitly guaranteed”).
However, as the economic growth moderates, the sustainability of such model is becoming
increasingly challenged. The yields of bank WMPs are dropping. The “guaranteed nature”
of such products is under scrutiny by sceptics. The worries are amplified by the opaque
fund flows between multiple layers of asset managers which is typical of such products
(“product nesting”). Furthermore, the channelling of “short-term deposit-like” funding into
the bank WMPs which in turn invest into long-term borrowings creates yet another set of
concerns around maturity mismatch.
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Currently, “quasi” asset managers account for 61% of total AUM in China’s asset management
industry, compared to only 39% by “traditional” asset managers. (See Exhibit 2.)
However, we believe the competitive landscape will change considerably from today amid
regulatory reforms, with AUM shifting towards “traditional” asset managers such as mutual
funds and private funds. We expect “traditional” managers to account for ~45-50% of the
total AUM in five years’ time, with fund management companies (including segregated
accounts) and private securities funds expected to grow fast.
Recent Asset Management regulations will fundamentally challenge several issues observed
in China’s asset management industry: the “implicitly guaranteed” nature of bank wealth
management products, the multiple layers of product nesting between different types
of wealth/asset management products, and the significant maturity mismatch between
investment products and invested assets. (See Exhibit 3.)
Exhibit 2: Total AUM of Chinese asset management industry
2007 to 2022F, USD TN
Bank B/S regulation:
Growth of bank WMP
and channels (i.e. trust,
securities AM, FMC
subsidiary)

Regulatory opening
and bull market:
Private fund surges

’13-’17 Industry Share
CAGR outlook of AUM

~30

“Traditional” investment managers*1

Rate liberalisation:
Rise in demand
for bank WMP
(non-standard asset)

AM reg.:
Headwind for
“channels”
and bank
WMPs
18.8

Private
funds*2

124%

Mutual
funds

41%

2017
39%

FMC
segregated
account

93%

2022F
45–50%

Insurance AM 24%

17.3

“Quasi” investment managers*1

14.6

Trust*3

19%

Securities AM 34%
9.6

6.2

Futures AM

n/a

FMC
subsidiary

66%

Bank WMP

31%

Overall

34%

4.1
2.0
0.8

0.8

2.8

2017
61%
2022F
50-55%

~10-12%
CAGR

1.1

2007 2008 2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2022F

17-22
CAGR 10%+ 5–10% <5%

Source: AMAC, CIRC, CSRC, CTA, CBRC, WIND, Oliver Wyman analysis
*1. Quasi” managers include bank WMP (largely delegated), FMC subsidiary, Futures AM, Securities AM, Trust (all mainly “channel” business). “Traditional” managers include
private funds, mutual funds (including segregated accounts) and insurance AM (all mainly “active investment”)
*2. Including private securities funds (mainly secondary market investment); private equity/venture capital funds (mainly primary market investment) and others
(e.g. investment in art, wine, etc.)
*3. 2017Q3 data is used as year end data is not yet published at time of writing
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Exhibit 3: Directions from recent asset management regulation (not exhaustive)
BEFORE

INVESTOR

Breaking of
implicit guarantee

AFTER

BANK WMP

Provide “implicitly
guaranteed” return
even when actual
return is lower

Communicate
“expected return”
upfront

INVESTOR

BANK WMP

Provide return/lost
depending on NAV
changes of the product

NAV-based

X
BANK WMP

Decoupling of
product nesting

OTHER
ASSET
MANAGER 1

OTHER
ASSET
MANAGER N

BANK WMP

AUM may be invested/allocated
into multiple layers of financial
products managed by other
managers

INVESTOR

BANK WMP

ASSETS

OTHER
ASSET
MANAGER 1

OTHER
ASSET
MANAGER N

Only allowed to invest into one
layer of external manager
(note: FOF/MOM product is
considered as one layer)

INVESTOR

BANK WMP

ASSETS

Reduction of
maturity mismatch
Typically short-term
funding (short-term
product and/or flexible
redemption window

Typically invested in
relatively long-term
assets (e.g.
corporate loans)

Product maturity/redemption
window to be matched with
the asset maturity (i.e. expiry
date of the loans)

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

As such, the existing bank WMPs will face significant challenges to sustain the growth
trajectory experienced in the past. Bank WMP AUM has experienced the first-ever drop
from RMB ~28TN (USD 4.4 TN) during 2017 H1. We expect more outflow of AUM from bank
WMPs as banks consider alternative approaches: 1) to migrate funding back to deposit;
2) to convert bank WMPs into NAV-based products; 3) to distribute products from traditional
asset managers. (See Exhibit 4.)
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Exhibit 4: Estimated flow of existing AUM of bank WMP (assume full breaking of
“implicit guarantee”)
USD TN*1, *2
~4.4

2.2-2.6
(50-60%)

0.9-1.3
(20-30%)
0.6-0.8
(13-18%)
Total bank WMP
(2017 H1)

NAV-based WMP
(off B/S, potentially
managed by banks’
AM subsidiary)

Deposit
(on B/S)

Mutual Fund

0.1-0.2
(3-5%)

<0.1
(1-2%)

Private Funds

Alternatives
(P2P & other
non-standard assets)

Source: WIND, ChinaWealth.com, ChinaBond.com, Oliver Wyman analysis
*1. Calculated based on total WMP size as of 2017 H1 (RMB 28.4 TN/USD 4.4 TN)
*2. Assume all bank WMPs flow into NAV-based WMP, deposit, mutual fund, PSF and non-standard assets

This represents unprecedented structural opportunities for traditional asset managers. On
the one hand, traditional managers can develop and offer alternative products for banks to
distribute to their customers; on the other hand, asset managers can work collaboratively
with banks that lack investment capability to run NAV-based products (most likely mid-to-small
sized banks) by providing them investment advisory services on their managed portfolio2
and/or directly managing part of the outsourced portfolio for the banks.
At the same time, the scope of business by each type of traditional asset managers will
become increasingly distinct. (See Exhibit 5.)
Mutual fund management companies (FMC) will continue to serve the broadest client
segments. In particular, they will be best positioned to serve financial institutions through the
segregated account business. However, the scope of investment for mutual funds will be limited
to secondary market investments and be subject to more stringent investment restrictions.
In contrast, as private funds are sold to more sophisticated clients such as HNWIs and
institutional investors, restrictions on investment approaches and underlying assets tend to
be more relaxed. For example, some domestic private securities players offer typical hedge
fund investment strategies such as long/short equity strategy and quantitative commodity
trading advisor strategy, although more advanced strategies are not yet widely prevalent
today (see Section 2 for more details).

2 Private securities fund can only offer advisory service after fulfilling the “3+3+1 requirements” (i.e. only private fund companies
registered for more than 1 year, with 3 or more investment managers with more than 3 years of consecutive investment experience
could receive the qualification for advisory)
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Exhibit 5: Business nature of different types of traditional asset managers
FUND MANAGEMENT COMPANIES (FMC)

MUTUAL FUND

MUTUAL FUND SEGREGATED
ACCOUNT

PRIVATE FUNDS

PRIVATE SECURITIES FUND

PRIVATE EQUITY/VENTURE
CAPITAL FUND

Investment
scope/nature

•• Mainly exchange traded and/ •• Mainly exchange traded and/ •• Mainly exchange traded and/ •• Mainly non-publicly traded
or interbank traded securities
or interbank traded securities
or interbank traded securities
securities (primary market)
(secondary market)
(secondary market)
(secondary market)
•• Most stringent investment
•• Typically more stringent
limits
investment limits compared
to PFM (e.g. single
stock concentration)

Investors

•• No restrictions on number
of investors
•• Both individual investors
(including HNWIs) and
institutions

•• Up to 200 investors
•• Mainly institutions (including
enterprise annuities and
NSSF mandate)

•• Up to 200 investors
•• Mainly HNWIs*1
•• Asset managers under
financial institutions (but
limited to advisory model)

•• Up to 200 investors
•• HNWIs*1 and corporates
•• Government and financial
institutions

Example
local players

Source: CSRC, Oliver Wyman analysis
*1. Investment amount not less than RMB 100 million, net asset not less than RMB 1,000 million; financial asset not less than RMB 300 MM or average personal income for the
last 3 year not less than RMB 50 MM

However, global players should note that under the latest asset management regulations,
asset managers that are part of a financial institution3 are no longer allowed to buy private
fund products directly, meaning private funds can only serve other asset managers under
the “advisory model”.

1.3. MULTIPLE TANGIBLE ENTRY OPTIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
Participation in China by global asset managers has previously been limited to minority
joint-venture for mutual fund management (FMC) business, and/or different types of
offshore-to-onshore models that lack real onshore operations, such as:
1. Outbound investment for Chinese investors: Providing Chinese investors with
investment products/advisory on offshore assets, through different quota programs such
as Qualified Domestic Limited Partner (QDLP) and Mutual Recognition of Funds Program
(MRF), or becoming advisors to Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors (QDII)
2. Offshore investments into China: Investing into China assets via offshore entity and
various quota programs such as Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (QFII) and
Qualified Foreign Limited Partner (QFLP)
3. Purely overseas investments for “going out” Chinese institutions: Managing global
mandates for mega Chinese institutions with considerable offshore balance sheet and
investment needs (e.g. NSSF)
3 “Financial institutions” include banks, insurers, securities companies, futures companies, trust companies and fund management
companies only, under regulatory definition
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However, China is now showing clear signals for global financial institutions to fully enter
and operate domestically in China. Specifically, global asset managers are now allowed to:
4. Set up investment management wholly-foreign owned enterprise (IM WFOE) and
apply for qualification to operate private securities fund management (PFM) business
5. Lift foreign ownership limits for mutual fund management companies (FMC) to 51%.
Furthermore, the foreign ownership restriction will end after three years4
While the above five routes are not mutually exclusive and global players can attempt to
increase their China presences through all of them, the opportunity to set up IM WFOE and
run private securities fund business has emerged as one the most tangible routes for global
players to enter and operate domestically under full control in China now. (See Exhibit 6.)
At time of writing5, 11 global asset managers have already received the PFM qualification,
with initial capital injections of RMB 13-60 MM (USD 2.0 – 9.4 MM) to their IMWFOE entities,
while many other players are already registered as IM WFOE and in the process of applying for
PFM qualification. Several WFOE players have converted their previous advisory licences to
IM licenses in order to be eligible to register as PFM managers. Several players, including but
not limited to Fidelity, UBS, Man Group, Fullerton and Value Partners have already issued their
first product.
In contrast, the inroad for developing majority ownership in mutual fund management
companies remains opaque. For those who are already in a minority joint-venture, pursuing
majority ownership may be challenging considering the bargaining power of the local
partners. In reality, the success of the leading joint-venture mutual fund management
companies is often dependent on the distribution network and brand of the local partners,
as well as alignment of interest between the foreign and Chinese management teams. For
those who do not already have a joint-venture mutual fund management company in China,
the question remains as to whether one can identify the right local partners.
For example, global players can partner with late-entering local FIs with critical capabilities
along AM value chain (e.g. strong customer base, channel networks, operational
infrastructures, access to underlying assets and securities, etc.), early-entering local
FIs that looking for transforming or restructuring the existing holdings of AM subsidiary
portfolio as well as local non-FIs actively looking to build FS capabilities and monetize
through FMC products, etc.
Given China’s unique nature, global managers wanting to be successful in China will
unavoidably have to adapt and be open-minded to “execute strategy in uncertainty”,
which means they should act fast to seize tangible entry opportunities made available,
and leverage early entry to build up capability readiness, in order to become “relevant
contenders” for large opportunities in the future.
In the next sections, we will focus the discussion on the differences in the China market and
implications for global players who are now planning to set up a PFM business.
4 Changes announced on November 10, 2017, by Mr. Zhu Guangyao, the Vice Finance Minister of China
5 Latest data as of March 9, 2018
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Exhibit 6: Comparison of different China related asset management entry routes

WFOE: PRIVATE
SECURITIES
FUND (PFM)

ONSHORE MUTUAL
FUND MANAGEMENT
COMPANY (FMC)

OUTBOUND
INVESTMENT FOR
CHINESE INVESTORS

OFFSHORE
INVESTMENTS
INTO CHINA

OVERSEAS
INVESTMENT FOR
“GOING
OUT” CHINESE
INSTITUTIONS

Positive
tradeoffs

•• Wholly owned
onshore operations
•• Build local expertise
and client/
channel network
•• More flexible
investment scope

•• Truly onshore
operations – enjoy
rapid growth
•• Leverage on
partners’ strength
•• Broadest client
segment (inc. mass,
pension, etc.)

•• Leverage existing
investment capability
•• Brand build and test
appetite in current
availability
•• Minimal extra cost

•• Minimal extra cost
•• Build track record /
experience in China
investment
•• Leverage offshore
investor base

•• Leverage existing
global capabilities
and platform
•• Build relationship
with major
Chinese investors

Negative
tradeoffs

•• Requires new
resources
and investment
•• Uncertainty in
long term (e.g.
market acceptance,
FMC conversion)
•• Narrower investor
base (i.e. no mass
retail); proposition
unfit for some firms

•• No full operational
control: dependent
on partners’ strength,
potential conflicts with
partners
•• May not fully own
capabilities and client
base built
•• Narrower investment
scope and stringent
investment limits

•• Limited by partners
•• Lack real penetration
and quota (and
into local market
approval processes)
(e.g. no local
investor exposure)
•• Does not develop
real onshore
•• Limited by QFII quota
investment experience
•• Does not develop
investor base (limited
direct access)

•• Does not develop
real onshore
investment
experience
•• Offshore
relationship may
not be easily
monetisable when
moving onshore
if no onshore
track record

Entry
feasability

•• Recently become fully
feasible
•• Ease of entry
depends on relevant
investment capability
and client resources
•• May be complicated
by current JV dynamics

•• Majority ownership
feasible but uncertain
•• Convert to majority
JV (from minority):
questionable partner
willingness
•• Direct acquisition:
depends on target
availability

•• QDLP quota
issuance rebooting
•• Slow progress on MRF
quota approval
•• QDII subadvisors
only looking for
differentiated
products (as local
players are now
familiar with HK)

•• No barriers
•• Requires
institutional
coverage on
notable Chinese
players for their
offshore assets

•• Strong continued
momentum and
supportive QFII quota
over last few years

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
Note: The above 5 routes are not mutually exclusive to each other. Global players can increase their China presence through more than one route at the same time.
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2. WHAT HAS NOT CHANGED?
CHINA IS STILL A DIFFERENT AND
DIFFICULT MARKET
Global players must recognise that China is still currently a very different, and as a result,
difficult market to operate in. The private securities fund market is concentrated in equity
strategies, which account for ~50-70% of total AUM of newly issued products. In particular,
long only equity strategy is still the mainstream of the market, with long/short equity
strategy being still nascent. (See Exhibit 7.)
The low diversity in investment strategy is due to a lack of financial instruments like options
and inefficient capital market structure. Short-selling is not prevalent and not encouraged
by regulators. To put that into context, securities lending balance only account for a meagre
0.4% of the total margin financing and securities lending balances in 2016, as securities
firms are required to use only their proprietary inventory to offer short positions, which made
it an economically-unreasonable business. The domestic market is isolated from global
markets due to capital controls. All of these have limited the variety of potential investment
strategies for managers. (See Exhibit 8.)
The funding side sees low penetration of institutional investors, with HNWIs estimated to
account for ~65% of AUM. The majority of Chinese HNWIs possess strong short-term return
chasing behaviour which is unfavourable to certain global asset managers which advocate
long-term performance; although the trend may be changing as we gradually see more
attention towards long-term performance of products and their corresponding managers.
Exhibit 7: PFM issuance by type of strategy
PERCENT
2016-11 – 2017-11
100

50

0
2016-11
Equity

2016-12

2017-01

2017-02

Fixed income

CTA

2017-03

2017-04

Macro

2017-05

2017-06

Relative value

2017-07

2017-08

Event driven

2017-09

2017-10

Multi-asset

2017-11
FOF/MOM

Source: Simuwang.com, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Exhibit 8: Differences in capital market structure of China vs Global
DIMENSION
Financial
instruments

CHINA PERSPECTIVES

China vs. Global market
Less
developed

Fully
developed

Financial instruments very
restricted (e.g. limited
single stock options*1)

OTC markets

Limited

More
diverse

OTC market developing but
still limited (e.g. fixed
income traded mainly in
exchange and interbank
bond markets vs electronic
trading in the US)

Short-selling

Not
allowed

Common
practice

Barely possible in China
(e.g. low securities lending
penetration as onshore
brokers are only allowed to
lend proprietary inventory)

Global
connectedness

Isolated

Connected

Largely isolated from
global markets, while
improving as “Connect”
and QFII programs roll out

Market intervention
by regulations

Heavily
regulated

Free
market

Market activities heavily
influenced by regulators
(e.g. margin rule
tightening by CSRC, failed
circuit breaker program)

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
*1. At the time of writing, exchange-traded option is only available for Shanghai stock 50ETF (SH50ETF), while larger securities firms have
started to operate OTC options on single stocks for institutional investors

The HNWI-driven market also led to heavy dominance and reliance on distributors (e.g.
banks) who own HNWI relationships, resulted in high incentive fees (e.g. as much as 50% of
ongoing management fee) paid by asset managers to distributors. While the emergence of
several third party wealth-management companies and digital platform may provide new
avenues for managers to access HNWIs, channel relationship building and management is
still paramount for private securities fund companies at this stage.
Driven by the agenda of the 19th Party Congress meeting6, we expect capital markets to
grow fast in order to facilitate the deleveraging of the banking sector, and more importantly,
to displace the shadow banking market, which poses considerable systemic risks. The
emergence and deepening of domestic financial markets and financial instruments will
provide a more favourable environment for traditional managers to develop wider range of
strategies that can differentiate themselves from others.
Nevertheless, the evolution will take time. Global asset managers must acknowledge the
fundamental differences and use this to inform their China entry/growth strategies.
To ensure success, it is critical for global asset managers to adequately localise their
operations and to bring true differentiation to the market. To avoid missing out on the
opportunity, global asset managers should accelerate their internal decision making process
and kick start with funding and product options where they can better control.
6 The 19th Party Congress highlighted “promotion of direct financing and capital market” and “improvement of regulation and
prevention of systemic risks” as key agenda items to inform the local financial market development in the next 10+ years.
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3. STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES FOR GLOBAL
ASSET MANAGERS
3.1. BALANCING GLOBAL CAPABILITIES IMPORT WITH
LOCALISATION ATTEMPTS
In order to successfully establish their presence in the private securities market, global
asset managers must identify their target proposition in China, and then consider how
to best leverage their global capabilities to achieve that, and identify where building
local capabilities and partnerships are needed to better fulfil the target proposition.
(See Exhibit 9.)
Some asset managers have essentially leveraged on the proven track record of their QFII A
share funds to launch their first products, while others focuses on their global strengths in
CTA and quantitative strategies. This can help global players quickly establish brand and
scale, and meet the stringent requirements on issuing the first product within six months
of PFM registration. Nevertheless, global asset managers should note that there may be
challenges in replicating offshore/global strategies directly to China. For example, the
universe of fixed income instruments traded offshore is very different from those traded
onshore, which will require fairly different credit analysis expertise.
All announced IMWFOEs are highly committed to develop local capabilities, with many of
them expanding their investment teams with local recruits. Most of the firms have reportedly
set up teams of 10-25 to support investment strategies development, brand building and
business/partnership development.
Exhibit 9: Strategic levers for global asset managers to start and grow PFM business
IMPORT

BUILD

PARTNER/USE

Product

•• Import globally
proven strategies
•• Leverage existing stellar
offshore portfolio manager

•• Build and expand local
investment team (manager,
researcher, trader)

•• Use local managers as
“testbeds” for strategies to
gain track record

Investors/
channel

•• Tap into existing offshore
investor base (target their
onshore money)
•• Tap into investor base of
sister/affiliate companies
(e.g. QDLP, Securities Co.)

•• Build local sales team
(institutional sales and/or
channel sales)

•• Leverage distribution network
of securities companies,
third party wealth managers
and banks
•• Feed into FOF/MOM products
by third party asset managers

Operations

•• Leverage global/
regional shared services
when possible

•• Build local in-house mid/
back office
•• Build critical systems
for long-run

•• Use fund admin services
provided by brokers

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Global asset managers should also actively explore different types of partnerships, as the
local channels and brokers can provide a range of necessary resources from distribution to
fund administration outsourcing. The key for global asset managers is to understand the
differences of the requirements, capability and incentives of different channels, and use
such intelligence to strike “win-win” deals with local partners. For example, local securities
companies tend to be willing to support distribution and provide seed capital to managers,
in order to cement prime brokerage and fund administration outsourcing businesses.

3.2. ENSURING IMPLEMENTATION PRACTICALITY
While one can attribute the historical lacklustre business performance by foreign players in
China to the unlevelled playing field, global players must begin to adopt a different approach in
order to increase their odds.
We have identified three important guiding principles:
1. Embrace option value when it comes to investment.
Global asset managers must recognise that the opening up and structural transformation
of China’s market is still at an early stage with a lot of uncertainty. This will require global
asset managers to take a longer-term view and evaluate their investments in China based
on the “option value” created, as the early investment in China will allow global asset
managers to build series of small successes and momentum, which will in turn allow
global asset managers to seize later opportunities (e.g. due to more acute understanding
of local opportunities, better branding, closer relationship with local business partners
and regulators, etc.).
2. Leverage relevant capabilities when it comes to deployment.
While global asset managers would definitely need to develop local capabilities as
discussed, it is important for them to accelerate their China entry by putting all the “China
cards” on their hands into use.
First, global asset managers should seek to leverage and import their existing China
investment capabilities and track records. Second, the group/headquarters should seek
to use their influence to line up local partnerships (e.g. distribution partners for other
products, offshore partners for local financial institutions, business partners for other
JVs, etc.). Similarly, group/headquarters can help by mobilizing affiliated companies and
business partners to provide the necessary seed funding.
3. Accelerate decision speed when it comes to execution.
Global asset managers operating in China may also suffer from delays in decision making,
as the local conventions are so different from global practices. For example, while local
prime brokers believe they can complete the entire process from prime brokerage offerings
introduction and negotiation to client onboarding in ~3-4 months, it can easily take global
asset managers more than a year to clear internal processes and get final sign-off from
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headquarters.7 Global players may also face substantial challenges in many other aspects,
such as product design and issuance (e.g. different product/risk philosophy) as well as
distribution partnership fees negotiation (e.g. high trailing fees for distributors in China).
While headquarter must still exercise certain oversight on the China business, this
will require global asset managers to define an effective headquarter/local decision
structure, with clarity in responsibilities (e.g. “RACI” framework8) along with major
business and operational processes.
Lastly, global asset managers should maintain regular communication with the regulators
(e.g. Asset Management Association of China) from early on, in order to develop mutual
understanding and build buy-in from the very beginning.

3.3. LINKING TO BROADER CHINA AMBITION
While we encourage global asset managers to seize the opportunity to apply for private
securities fund qualification now without dwelling on a holistic plan, global asset managers
should still identify their broader group and/or asset management ambition in China after
getting the private securities fund qualification, and gradually identify strategic imperatives
that could bring them towards grander aspirations.
We have identified four different types of potential aspirations by global asset managers:
1. Hedge fund leader: To become one of the local PFM leaders, leveraging the expected
improvement of the market infrastructure
2. Mutual fund to-be: As an inroad to become a mutual fund player (for example, global
manager can first develop local track record using PFM, and eventually convert into a
mutual fund company)
3. All-round asset manager: To build capabilities across multiple asset classes
4. Integrated wealth manager: To use proprietary asset management products as key
competitive advantage to extend to wealth management clients
Development of differentiated investment strategies and building of on-going track record is
critical regardless of strategic goals, but especially important for those who aspire to be local
“hedge fund leaders”.
The priorities under other aspirations will be different. (See Exhibit 10.)

7 Based on expert interviews.
8 RACI is the acronym for the framework that describes four key responsibilities most typically used: Responsible, Accountable,
Consulted, and Informed.
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Exhibit 10: Critical imperatives for global asset managers of different aspirations
HEDGE FUND
LEADER
AM
PE/
HF MF
VC

MUTUAL FUND
TO-BE
FS
WM …

AM
PE/
HF MF
VC

ALL-ROUND
ASSET MANAGER
FS

WM …

• Develop differentiated strategy
(e.g. multi-asset strategies)

• Regulatory discussion on
mutual fund conversion

• Develop on-going onshore track
record

• Further localisation in
investment strategy and
business model

AM
PE/
HF MF
VC

INTEGRATED WEALTH
MANAGER

FS

AM
PE/
HF MF
VC

WM …

• Deal making with
distributors/service provider
holistically as a group
• Client sharing and
cross-selling
• Building Chinese Walls to
avoid conflict of interests

FS
WM …

• Double down on wealth
management capabilities and
requirements (e.g. frontline RM
network, KYC processes)
• Embed customer analytics/
insights into product
development
• Internal incentive system
(e.g. KPI) to foster collaboration
between WM and AM

Primary business focus

Secondary business focus

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

For example, “mutual fund to-be” should spend adequate time in regulatory discussions to
understand how their entity can be successfully converted into mutual fund companies; they
may also need to further localise their investment strategy and business model in order to
meet different channel and investor preferences for the retail-driven mutual fund market.
“Integrated wealth manager” should develop internal mechanisms to encourage
collaboration and synergy between its wealth management and asset management arms.
Nevertheless, they should maintain an objective view and ask themselves what their asset
management business lines are better positioned to offer, and balance the capability gaps by
sourcing products from other third party asset managers in the market.
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